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PROBLEM 1: VTCs 
 
In this problem we will analyze the noise margins for chains of gates.  

  

 
Figure 1(a) 

 
 
a) First, let’s consider Figure 1(a). Add to the chain the DC voltage sources that you 

would use for modeling noise coupling to the input and output of gate M2.  You 
should arrange these voltage sources so that they would both impact the noise 
margin in the same way (i.e., if the voltage source at the input decreases the noise 
margin, the voltage source at the output should also decrease the noise margin). 

 
Solution: 

 
Figure S1(a) 

 
Figure 1(b) 

 
b) Figure 1(b) shows the VTC of gates M1, M2, M3, respectively. For each stand-

alone gate:  



i. Compute the numerical values in Volts of the noise margins (as defined in 
class). 

ii. Draw the butterfly diagram of the gate. 
iii. Determine whether the gate is digital or not. 

 
Solution: 
 

i. Given a VTC in the form Vout=f(Vin), we define the noise margins as: 
 
NML=VIL-VOL 
NMH=VOH-VIH 
 
Where: 
 
VIL = min({Vin s.t. |dVout/dVin|>1}) 
VOL =f(VOH) 
VOH =f(VOL) 
VIH = max({Vin s.t. |dVout/dVin|>1}) 
 
Applying the definitions to the VTCs in part b), we obtain: 
VIL,1 = 0.2V 
VOL,1 =0.2V 
VOH,1 =1.2V 
VIH,1 = 0.7V 
NML,1=0.2V-0.2V=0V 
NMH,1=1.2V-0.7V=0.5V 
 
VIL,2 = 0.2V 
VOL,2 =0V 
VOH,2 =1.2V 
VIH,2 = 1V 
NML,2=0.2V-0V=0.2V 
NMH,2=1.2V-1V=0.2V 
 
VIL,3 = 0.2V 
VOL,3 =0.3V 
VOH,3 =1.0875V 
VIH,3 = 1V 
NML,3=-0.1V 
NMH,3=1.0875V-1V=0.0875V 
 

ii. See figure S1(b) below. The coordinates mark the intersection points of 
the two VTCs, which correspond to VOL and VOH. 



 
Figure S1(b) 

 
iii. Gate M1 has positive NMH, but zero NML: we can thus consider it 

marginally digital, since its characteristic is still regenerative. Gate M2 has 
positive NMH and NML, so it is a digital gate. Gate M3 has negative NML, 
so using this definition for noise margin, it is not a digital gate.   
 
Note that according to the butterfly plot, gate M3 does actually regenerate, 
even though the margin is obviously extremely small.  This is an example 
of a case where the margin definition based on a slope of -1 does not 
provide a definitive classification; if you said that M3 is digital based on 
the butterfly plot, you will receive full credit on the problem. 
 

 
c) Now consider only the cascade of M2 and M3. For this part: 

i. Determine the VTC of the cascade. 
ii. Compute the numerical values in Volts of the noise margins (as defined in 

class). 
iii. Determine whether the cascade of the two gates is digital or not. 
iv. (BONUS): Given your results to part iii., does every component within a 

digital system have to be digital, or can you build a digital system out of a 
combination of digital and non-digital gates? 

 
Solution: 
 

i. The VTC of the cascade (M4 in the following) is shown in Figure S1(c). In 
order to derive it, we note that: for 0V<Vin<0.2V the output of M2 is 
always Vout,2=1.2V, so the output of M4 is constant at Vout=0.3V; the 
output of M4 remains fixed at Vout=0.3V until the output of M2 reaches 
1V (at Vin=0.333V), which corresponds to VIH of gate M3; the output of 
M4 linearly increases until the output of M2 reaches Vout,2=0.2V (at 
Vin=0.867V), which corresponds to VIL of gate M3; finally Vout of M4 
remains constant at Vout=1.2V for 0.867V<Vin<1.2V. 

 



 
Figure S1(c) 

 
ii. VIL,4 = 0.333V 

VOL,4 =0.3V 
VOH,4 =1.2V 
VIH,4 = 0.867V 
NML,4=0.033V 
NMH,4=1.2V-0.867V=0.333V 
 

iii. Since both noise margins are positive, M4 is indeed a digital gate. 
 

iv. This problem shows that it is indeed possible to make digital gates by 
composing gates that are not digital when considered standalone. This 
result should not be surprising considering the regenerative property of 
digital gates, i.e. digital gates are capable of rejecting any form of 
interference/noise (in this case, a non digital VTC), as long as this 
interference is within some given margin.  

 
 



 
Figure 1(c) 

 
d) Now consider a gate with the VTC shown in Figure 1(c). This gate has a 

hysteretic VTC, meaning that the transition points of its VTC change depending 
on whether the input voltage is swept from GND to VDD (solid line) or from 
VDD to GND (dashed line). 

i. Explain (in English) how you would define noise margins in this scenario. 
ii. Compute the numerical values in Volts of the noise margins. 

 
Solution: 
 

i. The bold line in Figure 1(c) shows the VTC of the gate when it holds state 
1 and switches to state 0. Analogously, the dashed line is the VTC of the 
gate when it holds state 0 and it transitions to state 1. The hysteretic VTC 
thus fights against any change of state of the gate. This behavior makes the 
gate more robust to noise when the state does need to be held, since it can 
reject wider noisy signals before flipping state than a gate with a single 
transition point (e.g. a gate whose VTC is only the bold line). On the other 
hand, the gate is more sensitive to noise when the state needs to flipped, 
since, in the worst case, the noisy signal might push the gate back to the 
previous state before the transition is completed.  Since the worst case 
scenario almost always sets the reliability properties of the gate, we should 
define the noise margins NML,hyst  and NMH,hyst of the hysteretic gate as 
the smallest value between the two VTCs: 
 
NML,hyst=min{ NML,bold, NML,dash } 
NMH,hyst= min{ NMH,bold, NMH,dash } 
     

ii. VIL,bold = 0.5V 
VOL,bold =0.2V 
VOH, bold =1.2V 
VIH, bold = 1V 



NML,bold=0.5V-0.2V=0.3V 
NMH,bold=1.2V-1V=0.2V 
 
VIL,dash = 0.3V 
VOL, dash =0.2V 
VOH, dash =1.2V 
VIH, dash = 0.5V 
NML,dash=0.3V-0.2V=0.1V 
NMH,dash=1.2V-0.5V=0.7V 
 
NML,hyst=min{0.3V, 0.1V}=0.1V 
NMH,hyst= min{0.2V, 0.7V}=0.2V 

 
PROBLEM 2: DELAY 
 
Recall that we have defined the propagation delay tp as the time between the 50% 
transition points of the input and output waveforms. In this problem, we will explore how 
to set up a simulation to measure the propagation time of a digital gate.  Please turn in a 
single spice deck that performs the simulations for parts b) through d).  You can measure 
the delays either by using .MEASURE statements in SPICE, or using WaveView. 
However, if you use WaveView you should include plots of your waveforms. 
 

                                                           
a) Create a SPICE subcircuit for the inverter shown above. Use the following line in 

your SPICE deck to obtain the correct NMOS and PMOS transistor models: 
 

.LIB '/home/ff/ee141/MODELS/gpdk090_mos.sp'  TT_s1v 
 

To help get you started, we have provided the following example which 
demonstrates the creation and usage of subcircuits in SPICE. The following input 
creates an instance named X1 of the MYRC subcircuit, which consists of a 5kΩ 
resistor and 10fF capacitor in parallel. 
 
X1 TOP BOTTOM MYRC 
  

 .SUBCKT MYRC A B 



 R1 A B 5k 
 C1 A B 10f  
 .ENDS 

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  
Figure 2 

 
b) Measure the average propagation delay of an inverter driving 3 copies of itself 

(Fig. 2a). First apply a step input with a rise/fall time of 1 ns to the first inverter.  
Then, repeat this measurement with a rise/fall time of 2 ps. Note: Use the M 
(Multiply) parameter in the subcircuit instantiation to replicate the inverter. 

 
Solution: (See part e) for the Spice deck) 
  

trise=1ns: tpHL=32.22ps  tpLH=83.45ps tpavg=58.84ps 
 trise=2ps: tpHL=14.45ps  tpLH=14.97ps tpavg=14.71ps 

 
c) Now create a chain of four inverters, each with fanout of 3, as in Figure 2(b). 

Measure the average propagation delay of the second inverter in the chain when 
applying a step input to the first inverter (rise/fall time of 1ps).  Is the delay from 
part b) or part c) more realistic in terms of what you might see on an actual IC? 
Explain the role of the first inverter in the chain. 

 
Solution: (See part e) for the Spice deck) 
  

tpHL=18.6ps  tpLH=20.26ps tpavg=19.43ps 
The delay simulated in part c) is more realistic because the input waveform of the 
characterized inverter (the second one in the chain) is generated by another 
inverter with a reasonable slope at its output, and not by an ideal voltage source 
with an arbitrary slope.  This more closely mimics the situation in an actual IC 
since one gate would always be driven by some other gate. 

 



d) Repeat part c) with the chain of four inverters, each with fanout of 3 (Figure 2(c)), 
but this time add a 20 fF capacitor to ground (which could be from a wire) 
between the second and the third inverter. Compare this delay with the result from 
part c). 
 

Solution: (See part e) for the Spice deck) 
  

tpHL=23.22ps  tpLH=24.89ps tpavg=24.05ps 
As expected the delay is higher due to the larger capacitive load to be driven by 
the inverter under analysis. 

 

 
Figure 2(d) 

 
e) Now let’s use the circuit from Figure 2(d) to see how connecting the capacitor in 

a different way may have more or less impact on the delay. For each gate, use the 
fanout of part d). The two rows are identical. For part i) just consider capacitor Ca 
(disconnect Cb), while for part ii) just consider capacitor Cb (disconnect Ca). 

 
i. What value of Ca do you need to use to make the delay of the circuit from 

Fig. 2d match the delay you measured in part d)?  Why might this 
capacitor be larger or smaller than the 20fF used in part d)? 

ii. Repeat part i) with the new circuit and (briefly) comment on the 
commonalities/differences between the two behaviors. 

 
Solution: 

 
Part i.): tpHL=23.05ps  tpLH=24.9ps tpavg=23.98ps with Ca=10fF 
Capacitor Ca is smaller (and, in fact, almost exactly half) than the one in part d) 
because the two nodes that the capacitor is tied to are switching in opposite 
directions at the same time. This means that the total voltage swing across the 
capacitor is approximately twice that in part d) – i.e. due to the “Miller effect” Ca 
looks larger than it would if one of its terminals was grounded (i.e., not moving). 
 
Part ii.): tpHL=18.6ps  tpLH=20.26ps tpavg=19.43ps with Cb=∞ 
Capacitor Cb can be arbitrarily large without affecting the propagation time of the 
inverter. This is due to the fact that the two terminals of Cb change their voltages 
(relative to ground) at exactly the same time and in exactly the same way, so no 
extra charge needs to be provided to the capacitor.  



 
 

Spice deck: 
*** Propagation time of a CMOS Inverter *** 
 
.lib '/home/ff/ee141/MODELS/gpdk090_mos.sp' TT_S1V 
 
.PARAM vddval = 1.2 
 
**Begin Circuit Netlist** 
 
.SUBCKT inv vdd gnd in out 
M0 out in vdd vdd gpdk090_pmos1v L=90e-9 W=2e-6 M=1 
M1 out in gnd gnd gpdk090_nmos1v L=90e-9 W=1e-6 M=1 
.ENDS 
 
** Power Supplies ** 
V1 vdd 0 'vddval' 
 
** Input voltage sources ** 
VIN vstep 0 PULSE 0 1.2 200ps 1ns 1ns 1ns 4ns 
VIN2 vstep2 0 PULSE 0 1.2 200ps 2ps 2ps 198ps 400ps 
VIN3 vstep3 0 PULSE 0 1.2 200ps 1ps 1ps 199ps 400ps 
 
 
** Inverter chains ** 
* Part b 
Xinv1b vdd 0 vstep vout1b inv M=1 
Xinv2b vdd 0 vout1b vout2b inv M=3 
Xinv1b2 vdd 0 vstep2 vout1b2 inv M=1 
Xinv2b2 vdd 0 vout1b2 vout2b2 inv M=3 
 
* Part c 
Xinv1c vdd 0 vstep3 vout1c inv M=1 
Xinv2c vdd 0 vout1c vout2c inv M=3 
Xinv3c vdd 0 vout2c vout3c inv M=9 
Xinv4c vdd 0 vout3c vout4c inv M=27 
 
* Part d 
Xinv1d vdd 0 vstep3 vout1d inv M=1 
Xinv2d vdd 0 vout1d vout2d inv M=3 
Xinv3d vdd 0 vout2d vout3d inv M=9 
Xinv4d vdd 0 vout3d vout4d inv M=27 
Cd vout2d 0 20f 
 
* Part e1 



Xinv1e vdd 0 vstep3 vout1e inv M=1 
Xinv2e vdd 0 vout1e vout2e inv M=3 
Xinv3e vdd 0 vout2e vout3e inv M=9 
Xinv4e vdd 0 vout3e vout4e inv M=27 
Ca vout2e vout1e2 10f 
Xinv1e2 vdd 0 vstep3 vout1e2 inv M=1 
Xinv2e2 vdd 0 vout1e2 vout2e2 inv M=3 
Xinv3e2 vdd 0 vout2e2 vout3e2 inv M=9 
Xinv4e2 vdd 0 vout3e2 vout4e2 inv M=27 
 
* Part e2 
Xinv1e3 vdd 0 vstep3 vout1e3 inv M=1 
Xinv2e3 vdd 0 vout1e3 vout2e3 inv M=3 
Xinv3e3 vdd 0 vout2e3 vout3e3 inv M=9 
Xinv4e3 vdd 0 vout3e3 vout4e3 inv M=27 
Cb vout2e3 vout2e4 4n 
Xinv1e4 vdd 0 vstep3 vout1e4 inv M=1 
Xinv2e4 vdd 0 vout1e4 vout2e4 inv M=3 
Xinv3e4 vdd 0 vout2e4 vout3e4 inv M=9 
Xinv4e4 vdd 0 vout3e4 vout4e4 inv M=27 
 
**Control Information** 
.options post=2 nomod 
 
**Transient Analysis** 
.tran .01ns 6ns 
 
* Measurements part b 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLb TRIG V(vstep) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG V(vout1b) 
VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHb TRIG V(vstep) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG V(vout1b) 
VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavgb PARAM='(tpHLb+tpLHb)/2' 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLb2 TRIG V(vstep2) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG 
V(vout1b2) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHb2 TRIG V(vstep2) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG 
V(vout1b2) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavgb2 PARAM='(tpHLb2+tpLHb2)/2' 
 
* Measurements part c 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLc TRIG V(vout1c) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG V(vout2c) 
VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHc TRIG V(vout1c) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG V(vout2c) 
VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavgc PARAM='(tpHLc+tpLHc)/2' 
 



* Measurements part d 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLd TRIG V(vout1d) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG V(vout2d) 
VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHd TRIG V(vout1d) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG V(vout2d) 
VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavgd PARAM='(tpHLd+tpLHd)/2' 
 
* Measurements part e1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLe1 TRIG V(vout1e) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG V(vout2e) 
VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHe1 TRIG V(vout1e) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG 
V(vout2e) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavge1 PARAM='(tpHLe1+tpLHe1)/2' 
 
* Measurements part e2 
.MEASURE TRAN tpHLe2 TRIG V(vout1e3) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 TARG 
V(vout2e3) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpLHe2 TRIG V(vout1e3) VAL='vddval/2' FALL=1 TARG 
V(vout2e3) VAL='vddval/2' RISE=1 
.MEASURE TRAN tpavge2 PARAM='(tpHLe2+tpLHe2)/2' 
 
.END 
 
 
PROBLEM 3: SWITCH MODEL AND ENERGY 
 

 
Figure 3 

 
In this problem, you should use the simple switch model for MOSFETs. 

 
a) Sketch the VTC for the gate shown in Figure 3(a), assuming |VTP| = Vdd/4,  VTN = 

Vdd/4. 
 



Solution: 
 
The VTC is shown in Figure S3(a). For Vin<Vdd/4, the NMOS is off, so 
Vout=Vdd. For Vdd/4<Vin<3/4*Vdd both transistors are ON, and the output 
voltage is set by the voltage division across the resistive string. Assuming RNMOS= 
RPMOS, Vout=Vdd/2. Finally, for Vin>3/4*Vdd, only the NMOS is ON, so the 
output is connected to GND and Vout=0V.  
 

 
Figure S3(a) 

 
b) Now assume |VTP| = Vdd/3,  VTN = Vdd/3. Sketch the VTC for both outputs of the 

circuit shown in Figure 3(b) when R = RNMOS= RPMOS. 
 
Solution: 

 
The VTCs for the two outputs are shown in Figure S3(b). For Vin<Vdd/3, all 
transistors are off, so Vout1=Vdd and Vout2=0V. To understand what happens 
when Vdd/3<Vin<2/3*Vdd, we make the following assumptions and check their 
consistency: 
 

• NMOS on, PMOS on: this hypothesis is not consistent, since it would 
imply Vout2=Vdd/3 and Vgs,NMOS<VTN.  

• NMOS on, PMOS off: also this hypothesis is not consistent, since it would 
imply Vout2=Vdd and Vgs,NMOS<VTN. 

• NMOS off, PMOS on: this hypothesis is not consistent, since we need 
Vout,2>|VTP| to switch on the PMOS, and this can hold only if there is a 
current flowing into the PMOS equivalent resistor. Since the NMOS is off, 
no current can flow. 



• NMOS off, PMOS off: this hypothesis is consistent, as long as we assume 
that Vout2 tracks Vin, so that Vgs,NMOS<VTN. In particular, we can assume 
that Vout2 is exactly equal to Vin-VTN. 
 

When Vin=2/3*Vdd, we can revisit the hypothesis above and see that now having  
both the NMOS on and the PMOS on is consistent, since the voltage divider sets 
Vout2 exactly at Vdd/3, so that both transistor can be on. According to the voltage 
divider, Vout1=2/3*Vdd.  
 

 
Figure S3(b) 

 
c) Repeat part b) assuming |VTP| = Vdd/6. 
 
Solution: 
 

Figure S3(c) shows the VTCs for the two outputs. In order to derive them, we 
can follow the same reasoning of part b) up to Vin = Vdd/3+Vdd/6 = Vdd/2. At this 
value of the input voltage, the |VGS| of both the NMOS and PMOS transistors is 
right at their respective threshold voltages – i.e., Vout2 = Vdd/6.  Based on the 
answer to the earlier part b), we know that if both the NMOS and PMOS are on, 
Vout = 2/3*Vdd and Vout2 = Vdd/3.  However, the NMOS transistor could only 
be on with this value for Vout2 if Vin > Vdd/3 + VTN = 2/3*Vdd.   
 
Therefore, what we now need to do is figure out what happens to the transistors 
for Vdd/2 <= Vin < 2/3*Vdd.  As Vin is raised above Vdd/2, Vout2 will also have to 
increase above Vdd/6 (i.e., >|VTP|). This means that the PMOS transistor will 
always be on.  The only remaining question then is what happens to the NMOS – 
i.e., whether it is on or off.  Let’s check both options: 
 

• NMOS on: Vout2 should be Vdd/3, and so the VGS of the NMOS would 
be less than VTN.  This hypothesis is therefore inconsistent. 



• NMOS off:  If the NMOS were off, then the PMOS would pull Vout2 
down to its threshold voltage of Vdd/6.  However, this would make the 
VGS of the NMOS device greater than VTN.  So, this hypothesis is once 
again inconsistent. 

 
As mentioned in lecture, this is a situation where none of the assumptions about 
the state of the switch can be correct.  It is pretty clear however that Vout2 must 
be somewhere in between Vdd/3 and Vdd/6; it is also clear that the boundary 
between when the NMOS is on and when it is off is at Vout2 = Vin - VTN.   
 
So, let’s imagine what would happen if Vout2 started above this boundary.  In 
this case, the NMOS would turn off, and the PMOS would pull Vout2 down 
towards (or perhaps even just below) the boundary.  Similarly, if Vout2 then 
ended up below the boundary, the NMOS would turn on and pull Vout2 back up 
towards to boundary (or again, perhaps just above).  In other words, Vout2 is 
being forced to sit right at this boundary (or perhaps “oscillate” right around it) 
between the NMOS being on and off – i.e., Vout2 = Vin – VTN = Vin – Vdd/3. 
 
In this case, on average the NMOS would let just enough current through it to 
allow Vout2 to sit at the boundary voltage of Vin – VTN.  Since RPMOS = R, the 
voltage drop across the resistor connected between Vdd and Vout1 must be the 
same as that across the PMOS transistor, and so in this region,  
Vout1 = Vdd – Vout2 = 4/3*Vdd - Vin.   
 
As mentioned earlier, once Vin >= 2/3*Vdd, both transistors are clearly on, and 
Vout1 = 2/3*Vdd, Vout2 = Vdd/3. 
   
 

 
Figure S3(c) 

 



d) Now consider the circuit in Figure 3(c). 
 

i. Describe the behavior of the gate when the clock signal shown in the 
figure is applied to its input. In your answer, include both the gate input 
and output voltage waveforms versus time (with the same time scale). You 
can assume that at time t=0s the output voltage Vout=0V. Also, assume that 
the clock period is Tclk=10ns and that the RC constant of the gate is much 
smaller than Tclk. 

ii. Compute the energy drawn from the supply of the gate during the second 
clock cycle (as marked in the figure). 

 Solution: 
 

i. The circuit shown in Figure 3(c) acts as a “lossy” buffer, i.e. its output has 
always the same polarity as the input, but it is not rail-to-rail, due to the 
incapability of the NMOS (PMOS) transistor to propagate a full high 
digital level (low digital level). Figure S3(d) shows the input and output 
voltage of the gate when a clock signal is applied to it. 

ii. The energy drawn from the supply is equal to: E=Q*Vdd, where 
Q=C*Vsw is the charge stored in the output capacitance and Vsw is the 
voltage swing across the capacitance. Since for this circuit Vsw=Vdd/3, 
E=1/3*C*Vdd^2. Assuming Vdd=1.2V, E=4.8fJ. 

 
Figure S3(d) 
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